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Chapter 4056
The excited Elder Wade put the Rejuvenation Pill into his mouth with his own
hands,

And then he couldn’t wait to close his eyes, wanting to carefully feel every
step of the reaction of the Rejuvenation Pill in his body.

However, the release of the Rejuvenation Pill was much faster than he
expected.

And since he did not have any stubborn lesions, the Rejuvenation Pill spread
directly to his whole body after entering his mouth.

Elder Wade only felt the warmth brought by the Pill everywhere.

But did not know what kind of transformation he was going through at this
moment.

The four hundred people on the stage were shocked to find that Elder Wade’s
silver hair,

Which had been completely white, had started to turn black visible to the eye.

And the deep wrinkles on his skin also began to fade in an instant.

The age spots on his face, as if they had been enchanted, also faded rapidly.

This was a true turning back of time.
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Just half of the Rejuvenation Pill allowed Elder Wade to find the state he was
in ten years ago.

From a venerable old man with silver hair to a spiritual old man with white hair,
still showing old age.

And the efficacy of this half Rejuvenation Pill made the 400 people on the
stage refresh their knowledge of this Pill once again!

A fierce debate erupted from the stage.

“My goodness! So the efficacy of half a Rejuvenation Pill is so strong!”

“This man now looks at least ten years younger!”

“Unbelievable! It’s really incredible! If half a Rejuvenation Pill has such an
effect, wouldn’t a whole one be unbelievable?”

“I don’t need to say it! If you take a whole Pill, you will be twenty years
younger for sure!”

“God …… how can there be such a miraculous medicine in the world?”

“How can it turn back time? I’m even starting to wonder if I’m having a long
dream ……”

Just now, the four copies of Rejuvenation Pill, because of the small amount,
were basically used by the bidders to cure the disease,”

“The disease improvement effect is obvious, but not a good reflection of the
miracle of this Pill to make people return to youth.
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Now, everyone has finally witnessed the most magical part of the Pill, which is
to turn back the clock.

The huge changes visible to the naked eye of Elder Wade also made those
who intended to compete for the last Pill,

Their confidence and desire for the Pill became even stronger.

While Douglas was extremely eager for the Rejuvenation Pill,

He also had to admit that the auction had simply guessed the psychology of
this group of rich people to the extreme.

Whether it was the formulation of the rules of the auction or the rhythm of
stimulating everyone’s appetite step by step.

All of these tycoons were pinched to death step by step.

When he saw himself that Elder Wade had such an effect by taking half of the
pill,

He immediately unconsciously thought, if Elder Wade had just taken a whole
pill, what kind of magical effect would it be?

Perhaps, his hair would no longer become white, but mostly black.

And his age, it does not look from eighty back to seventy, but from eighty back
to sixty!

And Douglas couldn’t help but think, what if he had taken a whole pill?
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Maybe he would no longer be a dying old man in his nineties, but a healthy
old man in his early seventies, like Elder Wade on the stage now.

At this moment, his desire for the Pill had reached the extreme.

Apart from him, Conrad Huo, as well as Bernard Elnor, shared his thoughts.

Douglas, at this moment, had already started to analyze his two competitors in
his heart, seriously.

When he spread his left hand, his heart thought of Bernard, muttered in a very
low voice:

“This guy is worth a hundred billion dollars, he can not take too much money,”

“More than eighty billion dollars he should not be able to play, not enough to
fear……”

Then, he spread his right hand, in his heart thought about no. 99 Conrad Huo,
while his mouth continued to mutter:

“His strength is unfathomable, if really go out to compete with me, I am
certainly not his opponent,”

“But if I remember correctly, he is not yet fifty years old this year, not at all to
the age of need to take rejuvenation pills ……”

Speaking of this, his eyebrows slightly stretched and he secretly thought,

“I guess he came over this time, probably just to explore the reality of the
Rejuvenation Pill,”
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“If that’s the case, then I have nothing to worry about!”

Just at this time, the staff sent Elder Wade, who was ten years younger, back
to the VIP seats.

Warnia then said, “Ladies and gentlemen, the next item to appear is the final
lot of our auction tonight!”

“It is also the only whole copy of the Pill to be auctioned tonight!”
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